We review the recently developed silicon Raman laser and demonstrate its tunability for the first time.
Introduction
The need for low-cost photonic devices has stimulated significant amount of research in silicon photonics. One avenue of this research is building active devices based on nonlinear properties of silicon. Raman effect in silicon is an attractive way of realizing these devices. In the last few years, spontaneous and stimulated Raman scattering have been demonstrated in Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguides, showing the possibility of active functionalities based on Raman effect [1-2]. This was followed by the demonstration of coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering [3] in similar structures. The interest in Raman scattering has increased lately and a number of reports describing net waveguide gain [4] [5] [6] and fiber-to-fiber gain [7] [8] have been published. Recently, we have demonstrated the first silicon Raman laser [9] and coherent anti-Stokes emission in a silicon laser cavity [10] . In this paper, we review the recent results on first laser demonstration and we demonstrate wavelength tunability of the silicon laser for the first time. Experimentally we show a continuously wavelength tunable silicon Raman laser from 1667nm to 1698nm obtained by varying the pump wavelength from 1535nm to 1560nm. A nominal peak threshold power value of 9W is obtained across the lasing bandwidth. The silicon Raman lasers will be promising candidates to obtain on-chip mid-infrared lasers from existing telecom lasers.
Experiments
The experimental setup used to demonstrate silicon Raman laser is shown in fig. 1 [9] [10] . A wavelength tunable mode locked fiber laser operating from1534 nm to 1560 nm with 25 MHz repetition rate is used as a pulsed pump laser. The pump pulses are first broadened to 30ps in a spool of standard SMF fiber then amplified to desired power value before they are coupled into the laser cavity by using a Wavelength Division Multiplexer (WDM) coupler. A 2cm long silicon waveguide is connected to the WDM coupler and used as the gain medium. 95% of the waveguide output is looped back to the input WDM coupler to form the laser cavity in ring configuration. Remaining 5% of the waveguide output is used as laser output. Total cavity loss is measured to be 3.7 dB and the total cavity length is adjusted to 8m to match the pulse repetition rate of 25 MHz. A fiber stretcher inserted in the laser cavity is used to fine tune the cavity length and obtain lasing at different wavelengths. Two WDM couplers are used to separate laser, pump and coherent anti-Stokes emission from each other at the output port. A 40 GHz oscilloscope, an autocorrelator and an Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA) are used to measure the output characteristics. Figure 2 illustrates the measured laser output power variation with respect to peak pump power in linear and logarithmic scale. The peak pump power is varied from 0 to 20 W to characterize the lasing behavior and to determine the lasing threshold. As shown in Figure 2a , lasing is obtained at threshold level of 9W. The threshold should occur when the waveguide gain compensates for the cavity loss and it is consistent with the measured small signal cavity loss of 3.7 dB and the measured Raman gain of ~3.9 dB at 9W pump power. After exceeding the threshold level the output increases almost linearly with the pump power. A slope efficiency, which is defined as the ratio of peak output power to peak pump power, of 8.5% is obtained. The saturation behavior can be attributed to higher order Raman emission and pump spectral broadening due to self phase modulation in the fiber patchcords before the waveguide. Lasing is obtained 15.l6 THz, which is defined by the phonon frequency in silicon, away from the pump frequency. When the pump wavelength is adjusted to 1534nm lasing at 1667nm (exactly 15.6 THz away from the pump) is obtained. While tuning pump wavelength from 1534nm to 1560nm lasing from 1667nm to 1698nm is obtained, (Fig.  3) . The threshold power is nominally fixed at ~9W and varies very little across tuning 30nm bandwidth. Wavelength (nm)
Intens
Coherent anti-Stokes emission is also present in the silicon laser [10] . This is consistent with our previous observation of parametric Raman wavelength conversion in silicon waveguides [3] . Figure 4 shows the laser spectrum at 1675nm and corresponding anti-Stokes emission at 1427nm. The spectral peak of the silicon Raman laser is at a Stokes wavelength of 1675 nm, which matches precisely with the theoretically expected wavelength based on the optical phonon frequency in silicon (15.6 THz) and a pump wavelength of 1540nm [1, [11] [12] . The anti-Stokes emission, on the other hand, is centered at 1427 nm which is 15.6 THz up shifted from the pump wavelength. The frequency difference between the laser and the anti-Stokes is measured to be 31.2 THz, precisely twice the optical phonon frequency in silicon. Additionally, very similar threshold characteristics are measured for the anti-Stokes emission [10] . Since the laser cavity is designed for stokes emission, growth of anti-Stokes emission by circulation is prevented. By proper cavity design, stronger anti-Stokes emission and lasing can be obtained at Stokes and anti-Stokes wavelengths. 
Conclusion
The first silicon laser has been demonstrated by utilizing stimulated Raman phenomena [13] . Additionally, wavelength tunability from 1668nm to 1698nm is obtained by tuning the pump wavelength. Observation of coherent anti-Stokes emission suggests that dual wavelength lasing is reachable by a proper cavity design. Since Raman effect is useful to extend the wavelength range of readily available lasers, silicon Raman lasers will be good candidates to obtain mid-infrared lasers from existing telecom lasers.
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